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1-Private sector leadership forum: funding, strategies and opportunities.

This event will hear why leading multinationals believe green growth is an opportunity, and offer the chance for audience members to learn more from top industry practitioners in a workshop environment.

2- Driving climate innovation in developing countries

This will be an action-oriented event demonstrating the potential of private-sector-led climate innovation in developing countries. Emerging market climate businesses and entrepreneurs driving innovation in their countries will join multinational companies and financial innovators dedicated to sustainability and active in developing markets.

Developing countries now have a tremendous opportunity to grow new, climate-smart industries, such as renewable energy, climate smart agriculture, and resilient infrastructure. A focus on innovation and greater private sector involvement in these dynamic sectors can leverage significant capital flows, create jobs and spur economic growth. There is an opportunity now to go beyond discrete support and bring promising ideas, businesses, and industries to global attention, and to scale.
Speakers

1- Ms Pamela Phua

International Director, Director of RD &I for AkzoNobel, the South East, South Asia and Middle East - Singapore

2- Dr Maria João C. P. Rolim

Head of the Energy Law department from Rolim Viotti & Leite Campos Advogados in Brazil.

3- Bill Bien

Chief Strategy and Marketing Officer, Signify, Netherlands

4- Mr Nathaniel Barak

Chief Sustainability Officer, Netafim - Israel / Mexichem Mexico

5- Mr Gustavo Emina

CEO, NewSteel - Brazil

6- Mr Sunit Kishore

CEO – MY RYDE

7- Ms Luciane MOESSA DE SOUZA

Managing partner at Sustainable Inclusive Solutions

8- Maître Ana Paula Chagas

Associate Lawyer at Rolim Viotti & Leite Campos Associados

9- Mr David Solomon Jalajel

Project Manager at Prince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz International Prize For Water (PSIPW)

Moderator: Karl Mathiesen - Climate Home